
RAVENSWOOD 
GATE OPERATION AND PROGRAMMING 

 
1. Each original homeowner will receive one pre-programmed gate opener.  Resale 

buyers must obtain opener from prior owner, or additional openers may be 
purchased at a cost of $45.00.  They will be available from Vision Community 
Management. 

2. The resident’s last name and first initial will be listed in the gate directory.  
Visitors will be able to scan alphabetically for your name, and push the “Call” 
button.  The entry system will dial your phone and you will be in communication 
with the visitor at the gate (Note: for frequent visitors or vendors give them the 
three-digit code adjacent to your name and the system will dial you without them 
having to scan).  The three-digit number will correspond to your lot number. 

3. To admit a guest calling from the gate you will press or dial “9” on your phone 
(Short duration tone phones press “9” repeatedly).  After “9” is activated you will 
hear a tone, the gate will be opened and the system will automatically hang up.  If 
you do not wish to admit the guest simply hang up (a short beep will be heard 10 
seconds before disconnect). 

4. You will also be able to enter the property using a four (4)-digit code, which are 
the last four digits of your phone number.  This code may be used when your 
opener is not available or for family members which do not have an opener.  You 
are asked not to give the code out to vendors.  Use your four (4) digit pin number 
(code) at the main entrance keypad by punching in pound (#), then the (4) digit 
code. 

 
The Fire Department Emergency Switch allows immediate emergency access.  In the 
event of a power failure, the gates will open and remain open until power is restored. 
 
The gate system is designed to be a deterrent to unauthorized entrance and not to be 
considered a security system.  The gates are meant to control vehicle traffic only.  Never 
attempt to force gate if your remote does not work!  Severe damage to your vehicle and 
gate will result. 
 
To set up the system with your information, we request that you complete this form and 
return it to Vision Community Management as soon as possible.  You may fax form to 
480-759-8683 or mail to: 

 
Vision Community Management 

16625 S Desert Foothills Pkwy 
Phoenix, AZ 85048 

 
Should any questions arise, please call Vision at 480-759-4945 


